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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the problem of multimedia object identification in channels with asymmetric desynchronizations
is studied. First, we analyze the achievable rates attainable in such protocols within digital communication
framework. Secondly, we investigate the impact of the fingerprint length on the error performance of these
protocols relaxing the capacity achieving argument and formulating the identification problem as multi class
classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in modern networking and multimedia technologies have open an access to an exponential and
permanently increasing volume of multimedia data via various public services and social networks. In these
circumstances, an urgent demand for efficient high multimedia volume managing and security systems arises.
Therefore, scalability of existing design principles of such systems for large scale applications is raised by this
demand.

In this paper we would like to analyze multimedia identification based on robust fingerprinting that can be
considered as a unique solution to the identification problem when no modification of the content is admissible.
Such a constraint is imposed while identifying art works, biometrics, medical data, making application of digital
data hiding principles for this purpose unacceptable.

A digital fingerprint (a.k.a. robust perceptual hashing) provides a compact and robust representation of a
content designed for its distinctive, computationally efficient and privacy protected management.

Recently, the domain of robust fingerprinting has performed a significant evolution. The main progress
achieved at the side of practical algorithm development mainly concerns robust feature extraction techniques
as well as elaboration of efficient matching strategies in large databases,1.2 Analysis of achievable rates of an
identification system was firstly accomplished by Willems et. al.3 in a classical information-theoretic formula-
tion of infinitely long codeword transmission over the discrete memoryless channel (DMC). Several groups of
authors analyzed the identification problem within the information-detection framework for various channel and
communicated codeword length assumptions.4–6

In the most of the mentioned cases (besides a conjecture formulated in4, 5) it is explicitly assumed that the
query is ideally synchronized with the database content. Such an assumptions while being valid for analysis of
communications over the DMC could be too restrictive for the target application and might lead to inaccurate
performance limit estimates. Moreover, omnipresence of desynchronizations at both multimedia database enroll-
ment and query identification stages, makes an extension of existing analysis results for the DMC to the channels
with desynchronization distortions an important research issue.

The first attempt to characterize the performance loss in terms of achievable rate introduced due to geomet-
rical desynchronization over such a channel was recently performed in7 where it is assumed that the database is
composed of original/ideal multimedia data. Such a system design principle was firstly proposed by Willems et
all.8 for biometric identification and will be referred as symmetric in our paper. The presented analysis results
are obtained assuming that geometrical desynchronization can be modeled as a parametric mapping defined over
the set of finite cardinality.
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Figure 1. Multimedia object identification as a communications problem.

Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to extend the results obtained in7 to the asymmetric case,8 where
it is assumed that both a database entry and a query are DMC distorted versions of the ideal multimedia signal
further desynchronized according to the above model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem of multimedia object identification in channels
with asymmetric distortions is formulated in Section 2. Performance analysis of multimedia object identification
in channels with asymmetric distortions is accomplished in Section 3. The impact of the fingerprint length on
the identification system design and its attainable performance limits are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section
5 contains conclusions and future research perspectives.

NotationsWe use capital letters to denote scalar random variablesX ,XN to denote vector random variables,
corresponding small letters x and xN to denote the realizations of scalar and vector random variables, respectively.
The superscripts N and L are used to designate length-N or length-L vectors xN = [x[1], x[2], ..., x[N ]], xL =
[x[1], x[2], ..., x[L]], with ith element x[i]. We use X ∼ pX(x) or simply X ∼ p(x) to indicate that a random
variable X is distributed according to pX(x). Calligraphic fonts X denote sets X ∈ X and |X | denotes the
cardinality of X .

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The setup for asymmetric multimedia object identification as a communication problem is presented in Fig.
1. Here we assume that we are given a set of M multimedia objects represented by corresponding indexes
w ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}. Every object is associated to a corresponding raw fingerprint sequence xN = [x1, x2, ..., xN ]
generated i.i.d. according to a certain distribution p(x) from an alphabet X , i.e.:

p(xN ) =

N∏
i=1

p(x[i]), xN ∈ XN . (1)

Oppositely to the case considered in,7 where xN (w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, are assumed to be available without any
distortions,8 in the scope of this paper the distorted versions of these fingerprints are observed at the output of
the memoryless channel {Y, p(y|x),X}, where Y is the enrollment channel output alphabet, in the enrollment
stage according to a predefined feature extraction procedure, for example like in.1, 2 Therefore, one has:

p(yN(w)|xN (w)) =

N∏
i=1

p(y(w)[i]|x(w)[i]), (2)

for all yN (w) ∈ YN . The enrolled vectors yN (w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, are stored in the object database (Fig. 1).



In the identification stage, a raw fingerprint representing unknown multimedia object zN is received at
the output of the memoryless identification channel {Z, p(z|x),X}, where Z is the identification channel output
alphabet:

p(zN(w)|xN (w)) =

N∏
i=1

p(z[i]|x(w)[i]), (3)

An identity decoding is accomplished assuming the availability of all enrolled data using the following determin-
istic mapping:

g : ZN → {δ, 1, 2, ...,M}, (4)

where δ denotes the decoder output for the case when the data irrelevant to the analyzed at enrollment one is
observed by the system.

It is a known fact in information theory that the decoder (4) will produce a non-correct result with the
following probability:

Pmax
e = max

w∈{δ,1,2,...,M}
Pr[g(ZN ) �= w|Y N (W ) = yN (w)], (5)

that is usually referred to as a maximum probability of error9 defined in our case for a fixed rate of identification:

Rid =
1

N
log2M. (6)

Finally, capacity of the identification system Cid is defined as a supremum of the identification rates Rid such
that Pe → 0 for a sufficiently large L.9

Willems et al.10 succeeded to determine the capacity of such an identification system. This result is stated
in the following theorem.

Theorem. The capacity Cid of a symmetric identification system operating over DMCs that model acqui-
sition distortions between the original fingerprint and (a) the database entry and (b) the query, respectively, is
given by I(Y ;Z), where p(y, z) =

∑
x∈X p(x)p(y|x)p(z|x) for all y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z and I(Y ;Z) stays for a mutual

information between two random variables Y and Z.

The proof of this theorem follows a random coding-based strategy and jointly typical decoding and is omitted
in this paper for the sake of brevity and can be found in.10

2.1. Modeling desynchronization distortions in enrollment and identification channels

According to the asymmetric model for object identification in channels with geometrical desynchronization,
we assume that distortions between the original fingerprints XL(w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, and (a) database entries
Y L(w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, and (b) queries ZL are modeled by channels that besides the DMC parts include
desynchronization mechanisms. We model such mechanisms as a parametric mapper:

ta : AJ × YL → YL. (7)

According to this definition, it is assumed that the mapper is parametrized by a set of J parameters, aJ =
(a[1], a[2], ..., a[J ]), taking their values in a finite set of cardinality |A|. In the scope of this paper we assume
that at enrollment and identification this mapper is governed by two parameter vectors aJe and aJi . Furthermore,
we specifically suppose that such mappings impact only the coordinates of the elements of their input and does
not modify this input cardinality. We suppose as well that the defined desynchronization preserves sample
independence of its input.

Since, a malicious desynchronization falls outside of the scope of this paper, we assume that not all parameters
from AJ can be used in our analysis due to technological or acquisition constraints to model desynchronizations
introduced during enrollment and identification. Therefore, instead of considering all |AJ | possible parame-
ters, we will constraint the entire set to a set of ε-typical desynchronization transformations defined over a

corresponding set A(J)
ε with |A(J)

ε | ≤ |AJ |.
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Figure 2. Multimedia object identification as a communications problem in channels with asymmetric desynchronizations.

If the parameters of aJ = [a[1], a[2], ..., a[J ]] are i.i.d. distributed according to p(a), then, |A(J)
ε | could be

upper bounded as9:
|A(J)

ε | ≤ 2J(H(A)+ε), (8)

where H(A) is the entropy of A.

The next Section contains the impact analysis of the desynchronization mappings defined above on the
performance limits attainable by the identification system.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MULTIMEDIA OBJECT IDENTIFICATION
UNDER ASYMMETRIC DESYNCHRONIZATIONS

The identification system under our analysis is presented in Fig 2. The difference with the setup discussed in
Section 2 consists in the desynchronization operator ta(.) parametrized by aJe and aJi that acts according to
(7). Therefore, the main goal of this Section consists in evaluating the impact this operator might have on the
performance limits of the identification system with respect to the Theorem presented in the previous Section.
In the achievability part of our analysis we will try to limit the average probability of the decoder failure (5)
that can be redefined according to the desynchronization parts of the channels in the following way:

PG
e =

1

M |A(J)
ε |

×
M∑

w=1

∑
ai∈A(J)

ε

Pr[g(tai(Z
L)) �= w|tAe(Y

L(w)) = tae(y
L(w))], aJe ∈ AL, aJi ∈ AL, (9)

taking into account the cardinality of A(J)
ε . Here we use the fact that the desynchronization should be estimated

and compensated with respect to fingerprints stored in the database tae(Y
L(w)). Therefore, one can bound this

probability using the properties of jointly typical sequences9 by:

PG
e ≤ |A(J)

ε |2LRid2−L(I(Y ;Z)−ε)

≤ 2L
1
L log2 |A(J)

ε |2LRid2−L(I(Y ;Z)−ε)

≤ 2L( 1
L log2 |A(J)

ε |+Rid−(I(Y ;Z)−ε)), (10)

where it is assumed that decoding was performed for all elements of A(J)
ε . Therefore, if Rid satisfies

Rid ≤ I(Y ;Z)− ε− 1

L
log2 |A(J)

ε |, (11)



PG
e → 0 as L → ∞ and ε → 0. Moreover, since only typical desynchronization parameter sets are considered,

1
L log2 |A(J)

ε | ≤ J(H(A)+ε)
L that vanishes for L→ ∞, one can conclude that

Rid ≤ I(Y ;Z)− ε′, (12)

where ε′ is a positive constant that can be made arbitrarily smaNl. This result coincides with the achieveability
part of the Theorem in Section 2.

The proof of the converse part of the multimedia object identification theorem over channels with desynchro-
nizations present at enrollment and identification, can be summarized as follows:

LRid = H(W ) = H(W |tai(Z
L)) + I(W ; tai(Z

L)) ≤ H(W |tai(Z
L)) + I(tae(Y

L(W )); tai (Z
L))

≤ H(W |tai(Z
L)) + I(Y L(W );ZL) ≤ 1 + PG

e LRid + LCid, (13)

where in the first inequality we used the fact that W, tae(Y
N (W )) and tai(Z

N ) constitute a Markov chain that
reflects the design of the database and assumes information transmission over the equivalent communication
channel between tae(Y

N (W )) and tai(Z
N ); the following Markov chain tae(Y

N ) → Y N → XN → ZN → tai(Z
N )

is used in the second one and Fano inequality is exploited in the last one.9 Therefore, normalizing by N and
assuming N → ∞, one has:

Rid ≤ 1

N
+ PG

e Rid + Cid (14)

that approaches Cid due to the vanishing character of the first two terms for N → ∞ and PG
e R → 0.

Thus, the result of the converse part of the multimedia object identification theorem over channels with
desynchronization present at both enrollment and identification coincides with the one obtained in Section 2
under the assumed conditions.

We conclude this Section by a discussion on the types of implementations of theoretical decision making
strategies that are capable of achieving the identification capacity in channels with desynchronizations. Our
two major candidates can be formulated as follows. In the first scenario, one assumes that the database (Fig.
2) is extended at the enrollment stage by generating all possible desynchronized versions of 2N(I(Y ;Z)) original
codewords off-line. Therefore, there are |AJ

ε |2N(I(Y ;Z)) finally stored entries in the extended database. At the
identification stage, the direct match of the observed query is performed versus the generated database.

A possible alternative consists in keeping the database unmodified at enrollment and generating a set of all
|AJ

ε | possible desynchronized versions of the query at identification. According to this scenario, the match of
two data sets is performed at decoder.

Table 1 contains a comparison of computational complexities and storage memory requirements of these two
strategies. Since, in the big O(.) notation the complexities of both approaches coincide and the storage memory
of the latter one is significantly smaller, one can conclude the advantages of this approach over the former one.

Table 1. Comparison of computational complexities and storage memory of two strategies achieving identification ca-
pacity.

Storage O(.)

Extended database 2N(I(Y ;Z)+ε)2J(H(A)+ε) N2N(I(Y ;Z)+ε)2J(H(A)+ε)

Extended query 2N(I(Y ;Z)+ε) (1 + 2N(I(Y ;Z)+ε))2J(H(A)+ε)

4. ANALYSIS OF THE DATABASE ENTRY LENGTH IMPACT ON
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

The analysis of the achievable rates of object identification in channels with asymmetric desynchronizations was
accomplished using a capacity achieving argument that explicitly assumes infinite length of database entries.
This makes justification of this system design parameter impact on its performance problematic. Therefore, for
the sake of such a justification we formulate this problem as a multiple hypothesis testing problem with a fixed
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Figure 3. Multimedia object identification as a communications problem in channels with asymmetric desynchronizations.

number of alternatives and analyze it using large deviations. In such a definition, we are interested in the analysis
of a probability of error of multimedia object identification over channels with asymmetric desynchronizations
rather than in maximization of the achievable rate considered in the previous Section. Targeting quantitativeness
of the analysis, we deviate from the identification setup considered in earlier Sections of this paper to a specific
formulation.

A block diagram of multimedia object identification system of interest is presented in Fig. 3, where it is
assumed oppositely to11 that both outputs of enrollment Y N (w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...M}, and identification ZN are
distorted and desynchronized versions of original raw fingerprints XN(w), w ∈ {1, 2, ...M}.

According to this system design it is assumed that binary fingerprints are generated using the following two-
stage procedure. First, in order to coop with complexity, storage and privacy constraints of multimedia object
identification, the object relevant data tae(y

N (w)) of reduced dimensionality ỹL(w) are generated using random
projections as follows:

ỹL(w) = Ψtae(y
N (w)) (15)

at the enrollment stage. We assume that Ψ ∈ R
L×N , where L ≤ N and Ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, · · · , ψL)

T , denotes a
dimensionality reducing operator. It is supposed that the elements of Ψ, ψi,j , are independently and identically
generated from a Gaussian distribution, i.e., Ψi,j ∼ N (0, 1

N ). The parameters of the generating distribution are
adjusted to guarantee that W is an approximate orthoprojector, i.e., ΨΨT ≈ IL. The selection of the Gaussian
distribution for the generation of Ψ is justified by a desired property of such a projection output to have the
Gaussian statistics too. It should be admitted that such a property will be attributed to other statistical designs
of Ψ for a sufficiently long input vectors due to the Central Limit Theorem.

In order to improve the mentioned storage memory, computational complexity as well as amplify the overall
system privacy, a random projection output is converted to a length L binary fingerprint according to:

bya [i] = sign(ψT
i tae(y

N (w))), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, (16)

where ψi stays for the i
th row of Ψ. Generated in such a way binary fingerprints are stored in the database.

The strategy of the design of the identification part of the system follows the analysis of the identification
capacity achieving strategies presented in the previous Section. In order to be able to properly address the issue
of desynchronizations present in the identification and enrollment channels, our approach here is dedicated to
the brute force estimate of the desynchronization parameters that introduce geometrical misalignment between
the inputs to the enrollment and identification stages. Such an approach corresponds to the decision making
strategy with distorted query (Table 1).



In particular, the identification stage of our system is organized as follows (Fig. 3). First, the output of the
identification channel, that is a DMC p(z|x) distorted and desynchronized (tai(Z

N )) version either of one of the
enrolled objects or of an input that has no relevance to the database content, is further transformed according

to t(a−1)(tai(Z
N) for all aJ ∈ A(J)

ε . Then, in order to preserve symmetry with the enrollment stage, one applies:

Z̃L = Ψt(a−1)(tai(Z
N )), aL ∈ A(J)

ε (17)

bza [i] = sign(Z̃L), aL ∈ A(J)
ε , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. (18)

Therefore, the main purpose of ta(−1)(.) application in fingerprint extraction module (17) over the entire

set A(J)
ε is to find such an aL that compensates the desynchronization part of the equivalent channel between

tae(Y (W )N ) and tai(Z
N) and converts it to a simple DMC.

In the case the elements of XN are i.i.d. zero-mean distributed, one can demonstrate that binary fingerprints
generated at enrollment and identification will have a Binomial distribution with 0.5 probabilities of both binary
events due to particularities of the fingerprint generation.

We include in the setup analysis of this Section the cases of system irrelevant inputs X ′N since such situations
are not rare in identification setups. These inputs were not analyzed in details in the previous Sections due to
the capability of the jointly typical decoder to reliably eliminate them from consideration with high probability
for the infinite codeword length case.9

Therefore, one can formulate the multimedia object identification problem in channels with asymmetric
desynchronizations as a multiple hypothesis testing problem with corresponding prior probabilities7:{

H0 : BL
za ∼ p(bLza |bLy′),

Hw : BL
za ∼ p(bLza |bLya

(w)), w = 1, · · · ,M,
(19)

where bLy′ denotes a fingerprint generated based on x′N . Since the probabilistic models on alternative hypotheses
in the above case can be defined by a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) with a crossover probability Pbe , (19)
can be modified accordingly:{

H0 : BL
y ∼ 1

2L ,

Hw : BL
y ∼ P

dH(bLza ,b
L
ya

(w))

be
(1− Pbe)

L−dH(bLza ,b
L
ya

(w)),
(20)

where dH(., .) designates the Hamming distance.

Having access to the database content and bLza , the decoder should decide which one out ofM+1 alternatives
is present at the input of the identification system. We assume that it operates according to the Bounded
Distance Decoding Rule (BDD):

dH(bLza , b
L
ya
(w)) ≤ Lγ, (21)

defined for a certain threshold γ. The optimal selection of γ for the case of the BSC distortion model was
considered in.11 Using probability of error analysis, it was demonstrated that the optimal value of the threshold
is a function of the channel and:

γopt =
1−Rid + log2(1− Pbe)− 1/L

log2

(
1−Pbe

Pbe

) . (22)

Therefore, according to,11 the threshold value that determines the performance of the identification system in
terms of probabilities of error coincides with the classical BDD for large L.

In the remaining part of this paper, we will try to demonstrate how desynchronization impacts these asymp-
totics.

Similarly to,11 we will analyze probabilities of error of two kinds assuming that decoding is performed at
every point of an ε-typical desynchronization transformations.



For the probability of false acceptance Pf one has:

Pf = Pr[
⋃

a∈A(J)
ε

M⋃
w=1

dH(bLya
(w), bLza) ≤ γL|H0]

≤
∑

a∈A(J)
ε

M∑
w=1

Pr[dH(bLya
(w), bLza) ≤ γL|H0]

= M |A(J)
ε |Pr[dH(bLya

(w), bLza ) ≤ γL|H0]

≤ |A(J)
ε |2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid),

= 2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid− 1
L log2 |A(J)

ε |), (23)

where the first inequality is due to the union bound and the second one follows from the application of the
Chernoff bound on the tail of binomial distribution B(L, 0.5).11

Similarly, one can bound the probability of incorrect identification Pic in the following way:

Pic = Pr[
⋃

a∈A(J)
ε

dH(bLya
(w), bLza ) > γL ∪

M⋃
s�=w

dH(bLya
(s), bLza) ≤ γL|Hw]

≤
∑

a∈A(J)
ε

Pr[dH(bLya
(w), bLza ) > γL|Hw]

+
∑

a∈A(J)
ε

M∑
s�=w

Pr[dH(bLya
(s), bLza) ≤ γL|Hw]

= |A(J)
ε |Pr[dH(bLya

(w), bLza) > γL|Hm]

+(M − 1)|A(J)
ε |Pr[dH(bLya

(w), bLza ) ≤ γL|Hm]

≤ |A(J)
ε |2−LD(γ||Pbe) + |A(J)

ε |2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid)

≤ 2−L(D(γ||Pbe)− 1
L log2(|A(J)

ε |))

+ 2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid− 1
L log2(|A(J)

ε |)). (24)

where D(γ||Pbe) = γ log2
γ

Pbe
+(1−γ) log2 1−γ

1−Pbe
is the divergence and both inequalities are justified by the same

arguments as in case of (23).

Finally, taking into account (8), one can rewrite (23) and (24) as follows:

Pf = 2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid− J(H(A)+ε)
L ); (25)

Pic = 2−L(D(γ||Pbe)− J(H(A)ε)
L )) + 2−L(1−H2(γ)−Rid− J(H(A)+ε)

L )). (26)

Therefore, the average probability of error for equally likely hypothesis case is given by:

Pe = 0.5Pf + 0.5Pic (27)

that is a function of γ. It is easy to show that (27) attains its minimum for γ = γopt, where

γopt =
1−R+ log2(1− Pbe)− 1/L

log2

(
1−Pbe

Pbe

) , (28)

that coincides with the result obtained in.11 Therefore, although the probabilities of error are impacted by
desynchronization in a fixed length multimedia object identification, the system design (threshold selection)
remains unchanged with respect to the case when identification is performed over DMC channels. Furthermore,
one can claim asymptotic invariance of the considered protocol to the class of desynchronizations of interest (for
L→ ∞).



5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we considered the problem of fingerprint based multimedia object identification over channels
with desynchronizations according to the asymmetric identification model. We assumed that desynchronizations
impact only the positions of the elements of a multimedia object relevant data and does not introduce any extra
dependence into an i.i.d. input as well as do not modify its dimensionality. We analyzed the achievable rate
in a theoretical setup with infinitely long codewords that can be attained in such a protocol and concluded
that it asymptotically coincides with identification capacity over the DMC. Furthermore, in order to justify the
impact of desynchronizations on the performance of such a system in a more realistic scenario with finite length
codewords, we investigated its particular implementation based on random projections and binarization using
fundamentals of information decision making theory. We confirmed that the presence of the considered class of
desynchronizations as a part of identification channel model leads to probabilities of error increase as a function
of randomness of the desynchronization parameters. However, this impact is not reflected in the system design
meaning that the decision threshold of the BDD coincides with the one used in identification over the DMC.

As a possible extension of the obtained result we see the information-theoretic analysis of desynchronization
resilient object identification based on List Decoding and of protocols with privacy amplification.
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